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Abstract 

There has been increasing interest in using social robots in clinical settings for 

children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). Notably, studies with encouraging results 

were mostly conducted in highly-controlled and specific settings. We conducted a feasibility 

trial on the use of a social robot to interact with children with ASD (n = 8) in a clinical 

therapeutic setting. Children’s level of interest and engagement, and social responsiveness 

were assessed via self-reports and parent ratings before and after the sessions. Trained 

observers rated the children’s behaviours during the sessions. Sustainability of the children’s 

interest was also measured by the number of sessions they chose to interact with the robot. 

While most children did not continue beyond four sessions, their reported level of 

engagement did not decline across the sessions. However, ratings of their social 

responsiveness did not differ significantly across sessions. Our findings suggest that the use 

of a social robot to facilitate interaction with children with ASD may be encouraging, but a 

longer trial with specific targets for improvement in social skills may be required. In addition, 

the expectation of gains should be moderated in view of the technical capabilities and 

application of the robot.  
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1. Introduction 

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a behaviourally-defined neuro-developmental 

disorder characterized by deficits in social communication and restricted and repetitive 

behaviours or interests based on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 

Fifth Edition (DSM-5)1. These impairments are often debilitating and all-encompassing in 

different areas of functioning, resulting in the need for moderate to extensive level of support 

for the individual with ASD1. It is estimated that 1 in 68 children in the United States have an 

ASD2, which amounts to USD 9 million in societal cost3, with intervention cost estimated to 

be around USD 40, 000 per child each year4. Current therapies are not only expensive but are 

also labour-intensive, requiring many hours with a trained therapist5.  Furthermore, the 

generalizability of the learnt skills outside of the therapeutic setting or apart from the 

therapist is consistently an area of concern. Research has focused on exploring the use of 

technology to make the process of social interaction less intimidating or challenging for 

children with ASD.  

Robot-assisted therapy in ASD may be a worthwhile endeavour. Studies have shown 

that children with ASD are preferentially drawn towards technologically-geared platforms or 

machines6,7,8,9. Unlike traditional computers, social robots are physical devices with human-

like characteristics, especially humanoid robots. They can be made to mimic human sounds 

and interact behaviourally. Robots may be intrinsically interesting, engaging and rewarding 

for the children, perhaps in part due to the novelty factor since it may not be something that 

they encounter regularly in their everyday life. It has also been suggested that robots may be 

perceived as less threatening to children with ASD, possibly due to less variability in 

responses and increased predictability from the robot, which provide a less intrusive and less 

anxiety-provoking atmosphere for learning of skills10. Using robots in therapy leverages on 
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the rapid advancement of technology and provides alternative and innovative solutions in the 

engagement of children with ASD11.  

Evidence suggests robots may effectively elicit social behaviours12, such as eye 

contact, joint attention13,14,15, and imitation13,16 from children with ASD. Other studies 

explored turn-taking behaviours16, emotion recognition13,14, self-initiated interaction14,17, and 

self-initiated question-asking18. On the other hand, Duquette, Michaud, and Mercier found no 

significant improvement in social skills pre- and post- intervention in low-functioning 

children with ASD, even though there was a slight increase in shared attention and a 

reduction in stereotyped behaviour19.  

Such mixed findings could be attributed to various factors, including (1) variability in 

the type of robot used, (2) the characteristics of children with ASD being studied, i.e. 

differences in the functioning level, (3) treatment dosage effects, i.e. variability in the number 

of sessions, (4) content differences in treatment, and (5) differences in outcome measures 

used. The advantage of using a robot may be that it enables incremental teaching, and allows 

complex interactions to be broken down into smaller and more manageable components to 

facilitate learning for children with ASD20. On the other hand, most studies exploring the use 

of robots for intervention purposes with children with ASD mainly focused on dyadic and 

controlled settings21,22, whereby only one behaviour was specifically elicited or the 

interaction only lasted over one session.  

While there is increasing research on the clinical use of robots with individuals with 

ASD6,23,24,25, a standardized protocol for the use of robotics to enhance the generalisation of 

social skills in children with ASD in a more naturalistic setting, instead of specific target 

behaviours, has yet to be established24,25. While it remains uncertain if the use of a social 

robot in therapy can enhance clinical outcomes over and above existing evidence-based 
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therapeutic approaches26, it is unlikely that the use of a humanoid robot in therapy can replace 

the therapist.  

The current study aims to evaluate the feasibility of using a social robot to interact 

with children with ASD, specifically focusing on the use of a robot in a therapy setting. This 

will be assessed by examining the level of interest and improvement in several behavioural 

outcomes in the children. We adopted a more naturalistic approach by embedding specific 

skills related to the core deficits of ASD in the interaction sessions, and examined the 

children’s responses to the robot over a few sessions. We hope to determine the optimal 

number of sessions to sustain the children’s interest level by assessing interest saturation, 

which is defined by the number of sessions that the children attended before they choose to 

discontinue sessions. We also expect that the children will show (1) improvement in their 

level of social responsiveness and engagement, as reported by their parents, and (2) 

improvement in the number of occurrences of social behaviours (e.g. verbal responses, non-

verbal gestures) displayed during the sessions, as observed and reported by trained raters.  

2. Method 

2.1 Participants 

 Participants were recruited from the Child Guidance Clinic, an outpatient psychiatric 

clinic under the Institute of Mental Health, Singapore. Eight children between seven and 12 

years old (M = 9.75, SD = 2.18) participated in the study. All children received a diagnosis of 

ASD based on the DSM-51 as verified from their medical records – they either received a 

clinical diagnosis or a formal diagnosis via gold-standard diagnostic measures, namely the 

Autism Diagnostic Interview – Revised (ADI-R)27 and the Autism Diagnostic Observation 

Schedule (ADOS)28. A summary of participants’ scores on these measures is provided in 

Table 1. IQ scores on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children – Fourth Edition (WISC-

IV)29 were also obtained to ascertain their level of cognitive functioning. 
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(Insert Table 1 about here) 

The Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals, Fourth edition (CELF-4)30 was 

administered to ascertain the language capabilities of the children. All participants met the 

criterion cut-off for their age (M = 22.50, SD = 3.16). All children were males and were of 

Chinese ethnicity. Parents provided informed consent while the children provided assent to 

participate in the study. All procedures were reviewed and approved by the ethics committee 

of the local institutional review board (IRB).  

2.2 Procedures 

 This study adopted a repeated-measures design. Parents completed the first set of 

ratings at the first time point, after the informed consent was obtained and before the first 

session began. The children were then introduced to the observation room so that they had 

time to accustom to the robot before the session began. Ratings were also collected from both 

parent and child at the end of every session.    

 Participants were required to attend at least four weekly sessions which lasted 

approximately 20 minutes each. The sessions were semi-structured, and the child-robot 

interaction was bidirectional. The robot would introduce activities as appropriate, and 

maintain the interaction according to the child’s responses by providing relevant prompts. 

These prompts would vary from child to child, depending on how the interaction was driven 

by the child.  

2.3 Apparatus 

 2.3.1 Humanoid robot. A 58-cm tall humanoid robot, NAO, that is commercially 

available (Aldebaran Robotics Company) was used in the study. The robot weighs 4.3 kg, has 

a plastic body with 25 degrees of freedom, and a sensor network consisting of cameras, 

microphone, tactile and pressure sensors. It also has various communication devices 

including voice synthesizer, LED lights, and speakers.  
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2.3.2 User interface. We developed a Behaviour-based Interaction Architecture (BIA) 

system that integrates NAO’s sensors and output devices with a set of control programmes to 

remotely control the robot via wireless network from a desktop computer using a Wizard of 

Oz approach10,31. A real-time interface (Figure 1) was developed with Python programming 

language and QT application framework  such that users could manipulate the robot by 

selecting pre-programmed modules and functions. The robot communicated via pre-typed 

text or free-text to speech functions, operated by a therapist in the control room. 

(Insert Fig. 1 about here) 

2.3.3 Set-up. The sessions were conducted in two adjoining rooms, separated by a 

one-way mirror. The robot and participant interacted in the observation room in the presence 

of a facilitator, whose role was to manage any unforeseen situations such as anxiety or 

distress of the child (Figure 2). The robot was placed on a platform across the child so that 

the robot and child were at eye-level with each other. A confederate operated the robot from 

the control room, with live feeds of the observation room sent to him via a wall-mounted 

video-camera. The sessions were also recorded through the video-camera.  

(Insert Fig. 2 about here) 

2.3.4 Functions of the robot and content of the sessions. The robot was 

programmed to execute different actions to emulate non-verbal behaviours, such as head 

nodding and shaking, and emphatic hand movements common in conversational 

communication. The robot was also able to display other motions, such as coughing and 

sneezing. In addition, emotion-based actions were also developed to complement 

communication and enhance the interaction. These actions were usually accompanied by 

changes in the eye colour of the robot. For example, to express anger, the robot would sit 

down with both arms on the hip, and its eye colour would turn to red for the brief duration of 

the expression. These functions were also incorporated in specific tasks to provide 
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opportunities for the child to demonstrate empathy, comment on own and other’s emotions, 

and provide leads for conversations. Specialised interaction modules such as game-based 

activities to elicit imitation and attending to instructions were also designed and programmed.  

Encouragement and praises such as “well-done!” and clapping actions were also included to 

improve interactivity and reinforce positivity in the interaction.   

Table 2 outlines the content and objectives of the four basic sessions. Subsequent 

sessions incorporated content from the previous sessions, mostly decided by or followed the 

lead and choice of the participants. 

(Insert Table 2 about here) 

2.4 Measures 

2.4.1 Interest saturation. Participants were informed that they could attend as many 

sessions as they would like to. Interest saturation was measured by the number of sessions 

that the children attended before they decided to discontinue their sessions with the robot.  

2.4.2 Level of engagement. The children provided self-reports on the NAO 

Engagement Rating Form on their interest level in interacting with the robot at pre- and post-

session 4 participation on a five-point rating scale (i.e., from 1 = “Not at all” to 5 = “Very 

much”). Examples of statements include “I like to talk to the robot” and “I think the robot is 

boring”. The form was planned to be administered at every four-session (monthly) interval of 

the child’s participation, but only data at pre- and post-session 4 was included for analysis as 

most children had chosen to stop their participation by session 7. A sample can be found in 

the Appendix. 

2.4.3 Social responsiveness. The Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) is a 65-item 

rating scale which measures the social skills and the severity of symptoms of ASD and has 

been validated as a tool to measure response to intervention32. A total T-score is computed 

from five subscales (Social awareness, Social cognition, Social communication, Social 
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motivation, and Autistic mannerisms) of items rated on a four-point rating scale (i.e., from 1= 

“Not True” to 4 = “Almost Always True”). The SRS was planned to be administered at every 

four-session interval of the child’s participation. However, as most children had chosen to 

stop their participation by session 7, only reports completed by parents at pre- and post-

session 4 of their child’s participation were included for analysis.  

Trained observers watched the recorded sessions and rated the behaviours exhibited 

by the participants in terms of the quality of social engagement, use of gestures, and 

expression of emotions on a five-point rating scale (i.e. from 1 = “Not present” to 5 = “Very 

Good”. Social engagement was evaluated based on various aspects, such as participants’ 

quality of eye contact, and reciprocity and attention during the interaction with the robot; 

while participants’ expression of emotions was evaluated based on their ability to identify 

and respond appropriately to emotions during the sessions. The raters were trained by 

watching videos of administrations of the ADOS and achieved inter-rater (>90%) reliability 

with a psychologist who is a trained and reliable user of the instrument. Reliability checks 

were also conducted by cross-ratings of raters for selected recorded sessions.  

A summary of the measures used in this study is provided in Table 3. 

(Insert Table 3 about here) 

2.5 Data Analysis 

Data analysis was performed using SPSS Version 23.0. Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests 

(two-tailed) were conducted in view of the small sample size and non-normal distribution of 

variance in the dataset.  

3. Results 

3.1 Interest saturation 

One child withdrew from the study after the first session, citing a lack of interest. All 

other children (n = 7) completed four sessions with the robot. By the sixth session, 85% of 
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the children had chosen not to continue with the interaction sessions. One child showed 

sustained interest and attended 14 sessions before the study was terminated (Figure 3). 

(Insert Fig. 3 about here) 

3.2 Level of engagement 

Participants’ level of engagement across four sessions as reported on the NAO 

Engagement Rating Form can be found in Table 4. The overall trend of the level of 

engagement for each participant across all the sessions they had attended can be found in 

Figure 4.  

(Insert Table 4 about here) 

(Insert Fig. 4 about here) 

A Wilcoxon signed-ranks test indicated that the children’s reported level of 

engagement did not differ significantly between pre- and post-measurement, Z = -0.552 = , p 

= 0.581. The level of engagement also did not differ significantly between all four sessions. 

Results are summarised in Table 5. 

(Insert Table 5 about here) 

3.3 Social responsiveness 

A Wilcoxon signed-ranks test revealed no significant change in the overall quality of 

social responsiveness (Total Score) of the children as reported by their parents on the SRS at 

pre- and post- measurement, Z = -1.682, p = 0.093. However, there was a slight improvement 

in the reported score on the Social Motivation subscale, Z = -2.032, p = 0.042. There were no 

significant changes in the ratings on the other subscales of the SRS.  

3.4 Behavioural Ratings 

The Wilcoxon signed-ranks test was conducted for the behavioural ratings by trained 

observers. Results indicated no significant changes in social engagement (Z = -0.333, p = 
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0.510), conversation quality (Z = -0.816, p = 0.414), gestures (Z = -1.134, p = 0.257) and 

emotions (Z = -0.577, p = 0.564) at pre- and post-measurement (Table 5).  

 A descriptive summary of behaviours displayed by the children is provided in Table 6.  

(Insert Table 6 about here) 

4. Discussion 

In this pilot feasibility study, we developed and applied a bidirectional interactive 

system whereby facilitators and children with ASD can interact with each other through the 

use of a humanoid robot. While some authors have suggested that humanoid robots may 

appeal to children with ASD and is thus helpful in the generalization of skills33, there is a 

possibility that this preference is not homogenous across the ASD population34. Responses to 

a robot have been found to vary in individuals with ASD in some studies14,16,35. Notably, 

Robins and colleagues found that individuals with ASD preferred the plain humanoid robot, 

over its counterpart which had more realistic features such as hair and clothes14. This 

difference in preference diminished after a six-month period, as the individuals accustomed 

to both versions. This phenomenon will need further investigation. Likewise, in the current 

study, the level of interest in interacting with the robot did not sustain for more than four 

sessions for majority of the children. While that could presumably be due to a wane in 

novelty, it is noteworthy that there was no significant decrease in the level of engagement 

reported by the children from the first to fourth session, and beyond the first four sessions for 

those who continued attending the sessions. Applying this in a natural therapy setting, 

whereby children often have to learn skills or work on behavioural changes that are 

inherently difficult for them, a window of four sessions to maintain engagement and interest 

may be useful. However, the generalization of skills and continuity of sessions will need 

further exploration. Alternative methods to assess the level of engagement objectively should 

also be considered, as the current study only depended on the use of a self-report measure. 
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Nevertheless, our results suggest that a robot may still have an advantage in terms of 

maintaining the engagement of the children in short-term therapy. 

One important factor that may explain the lack of improvement in the children’s 

social skills as reported by their parents on the SRS, as well as the behavioural ratings by 

trained observers could be related to the content of the sessions. The modules designed 

involved game-based activities that elicit empathy, turn-taking, imitation, and other skills. 

However, learning is incidental, which could impact on the gains expected to be achieved. 

The lack of statistically significant results is also not surprising as improvement in social 

skills is an area that is typically difficult to measure and less amenable to change in response 

to short-term intervention36. Furthermore, given that the measurements were taken across 

four weeks or sessions, it is likely that the treatment was insufficient to effect a significant 

change. It is interesting and encouraging that there is a slight improvement in social 

motivation in the children as reported by their parents, although it is far too early to attribute 

this change to the children’s interactions with the robot. A longer trial with specific targets 

for improvement in social skills learning and practice will be useful. Nonetheless, our study 

endeavoured to apply the robot in a naturalistic setting to determine its feasibility beyond the 

laboratory as it is important for novel applications in the treatment of ASD to demonstrate 

generalizable and translatable effects that directly impact the lives of the individuals with 

ASD. It may be interesting to evaluate the efficacy of the robot applied in other ways in 

treatment, such as acting as a confederate where explicit skills teaching may be conducted.   

There were several limitations to our study. As this pilot study was conducted as a 

feasibility trial, one resulting significant limitation is the lack of a control group, either in 

terms of matched controls without the robot or neuro-typical controls to examine any 

difference in the pattern of interest saturation and engagement. In addition, our sample size is 

small which limits the statistical power in our results. Although we had an original sample 
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size target of 20, the interest of children and parents towards the study was not as positive as 

we expected. However, lukewarm responses towards a new treatment approach may not be 

unusual especially when evidence of effectiveness has yet to be established. More studies 

would need to be conducted to examine the effectiveness of robot in therapy before it may be 

more widely received.  

  Although the NAO robot can be considered state-of-the-art in social robotics 

technology, there were significant technological limitations relating to the mobility and 

flexibility of movements as well as errors and delays in the verbal communication functions 

of the robot. Although it is expected that a robot cannot yet perform and deal with 

unpredicted behaviours as expected of a human, such limitations in technology can greatly 

negate the user’s or children’s experience in the interaction session37.  

In addition, our study only recruited high-functioning children after considering the 

technological capabilities of the robot and subsequently, the tasks were designed for this 

specific population. Future studies could consider using the robot with children with lower 

intellectual and expressive abilities, and tasks should be designed to match the needs of these 

children. It is without saying that the nature of the tasks, outcome, and measurements would 

be different.   

As a feasibility trial, the study provides some insight into the application of the robot 

in a natural clinical setting. If children with ASD respond in ways fundamentally different to 

typical developing children, we would need to establish the baseline differences and adapt the 

technology accordingly. It would also be useful to compare robots with varying 

functionalities and purposes for children with ASD of different age groups and functioning 

levels. This would help to determine the kind of intervention and robot that is best suited for 

children with different profiles. One direction of ongoing work would be to examine the 

effects of a robot in group-based therapy or as a means to complement or enhance a 
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therapist’s work. For example, Kim and colleagues examined the frequency of directed 

speech of 24 high-functioning children between four and 12 years old diagnosed with ASD21. 

They found that children spoke as much to a human confederate present with a social 

dinosaur robot, Pleo, as to the robot, which was more than what the children directed to the 

adult human without the robot present. Hence, they proposed the use of robots as embedded 

reinforcers to supplement interactions with another adult. Notwithstanding, the use of robots 

in intervention should take into consideration the cost and benefits, especially when the robot 

is far from being capable to replace the human therapist. 

5. Conclusion 

 Our study attempts to understand the feasibility of using a robot to interact with 

children with ASD by using a broad and naturalistic approach towards reporting of 

behaviours that are related to the core deficits of ASD. We measured the interest saturation of 

the children in the robot and examined behavioural outcomes, specifically social skills 

following the interaction. We found that while children-reported engagement levels with the 

robot remained constant, interest in having more sessions with the robot waned over time. 

There were also no significant changes in the behaviours of the children as rated by their 

parents and observed by trained raters at pre- and post- measurement. More studies are 

necessary to demonstrate the effectiveness of using robots and how best to integrate or 

include the robot in therapy. Robotics technology is one out of several tools that we may be 

able to harness and utilise in working with children with ASD but we need to be realistic with 

our expectations and applications.  
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Table 1 

Participant Characteristics 

 N Mean SD Minimum Maximum 

Age (years) 8 11.50 2.93 8 17 

Assessment tool      

Autism Diagnostic Interview – Revised (ADI-R) 4a     
       Domain A  17.50 3.11 13 20 
       Domain B  14.25 1.50 13 16 
       Domain C  3.25 2.06 1 6 
       Domain D  1.25 1.26 0 3 

Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule – Module 3 (ADOS) 4a 12.00 4.24 7 16 

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children – Fourth Edition (WISC-IV) 4a     
     Verbal Comprehension Index (VCI)  102.50 18.38 85 128 
     Perceptual Reasoning Index (PRI)  120.75 13.23 102 133 
     Working Memory Index (WMI)  114.00 15.51 94 129 
     Processing Speed Index (PSI)  94.50 18.52 78 121 

Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals, Fourth Edition (CELF-4) – 
Screening Test 

8 22.50 3.16 19 27 

a These results are collated for the participants who underwent formal assessment at the Child Guidance Clinic. This excludes results of remaining 

participants who underwent assessment at other agencies. 
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Table 2 

Session outline 

Task Objectives 

Introduction 

Conversation 
Participant-led 
Facilitator-initiated 

Basic greetings 

Staying on topic, turn-taking, offering information 

Game-based Activitiesa 
Simon Says 
Guessing Game 
Emotion Game 
Sally-Anne Task 

 
Ability to imitate  
Creativity, imagination, inference, reciprocity 
Emotion recognition/expression, empathy 
Theory of Mind 

a Vary across sessions 
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Table 3 

Summary of measures used  

Measures Rater Variables measured Timepoint 

Behaviour Rating Scale  Clinician Verbal responses, asking questions, joint 
attention, social/emotional cues 

During sessions 

NAO Engagement Rating Form Parent and child 
 

Interest in robot, level of engagement After every session 

Social Responsiveness Scale Parent Social awareness, social cognition, social 
communication, social motivation, autistic 
mannerisms 

Pre-session 1 and 
post-session 4 
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Table 4 

Summary of engagement scores across four sessions 

 Mean SD Minimum Maximum 

Session 1 21.29 4.35 14 25 

Session 2 22.14 2.91 18 25 

Session 3 21.43 3.87 16 25 

Session 4 21.71 4.27 15 25 
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Table 5 

Difference in means of level of engagement across sessions 

      Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 

Session 2 -1.069 
(p = 0.285) 

- - 

Session 3 .000 
(p = 1.000) 

-1.342 
(p = 0.180) 

- 

Session 4 -.552 
(p = 0.581) 

-.552 
(p = 0.581) 

-.378 
(p = 0.705) 
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Table 6 

Description of behaviors observed by trained raters 

Subject ID Positive Behaviours Negative Behaviours 

01 Overtures towards NAO 
Spontaneous descriptive gestures 
Empathy towards NAO  
Reciprocal in social interaction 

Awkward mannerisms  
Overly formal gestures 

02 Responsive to NAO’s overtures 
Engaged in activities 

Minimal gestures 
Lack of facial expressions 
Minimal initiation 
Socially awkward mannerisms 

03 Spontaneous descriptive gestures 
Facial expressions directed to 
NAO 
Spontaneous requests 
 

Disinhibition 
Poor space boundary 
Poor turn-taking 
Over-persistent in requests 

04 Responsive to NAO’s overtures 
Initiates non-verbal overtures 
Appropriate facial expressions 
 

Needed extensive prompts to 
engage 
Minimal offering of information 
Slight anxiety 
 

06 Conversant on interest topics Slight fear and apprehension 
towards robot 
Flat affect 
No gestures 

07 Spontaneously offered information 
Empathy towards NAO 
Spontaneous gestures 
Wide range of facial expressions 
Appreciates humour 

Offered extensive information 
Tangential communication 

08 Spontaneously offered information 
Empathy towards NAO 
Responsive towards NAO’s 
overtures 
Verbal & non-verbal overtures 
Good range of expressions 

Displayed inappropriate 
behaviours 
Engaged in boundary testing 
behaviour 
Avoid talking about feelings 
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Fig. 1 Real-time interface to select pre-programmed modules and functions 
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Fig. 2 Set-up of room for interaction session 
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Fig. 3 Interest saturation across sessions
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Fig. 4 Level of engagement against number of sessions attended of each participant 
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Figure captions 

Fig. 1  Real-time interface to select pre-programmed modules and functions 

Fig. 2 Set-up of room for interaction session 

Fig. 3  Interest saturation across sessions 

Fig. 4 Level of engagement against number of sessions attended of each participant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


